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ABSTRACT
We propose a tokamak configuration that permits the rapid replacement
of a plasma discharge in a "burn" chamber by another one in a time scale
much shorter than the elementary thermal time constant of the chamber
first wall. With respect to the chamber, the effective duty cycle
factor can thus be made arbitrarily close to unity minimizing the cyclic
thermal stress in the first wall. At least one plasma discharge always
exists in the new tokamak configuration, hence, a continuous tokamak.
By incorporating adiabatic toroidal compression, configurations of
continuous tokamak compressors are introduced. To operate continuous
tokamaks, it is necessary to introduce the concept of mixed poloidal
field coils, which spatially groups all the poloidal field coils into
three sets, all contributing simultaneously to inducing the plasma
current and maintaining the proper plasma shape and position. Preliminary numerical calculations of axisymmetric MHD equilibria in continuous
tokamaks indicate the feasibility of their continued plasma operation.
Advanced concepts of continuous tokamaks to reduce the topological
complexity and to allow the burn plasma aspect ratio to decrease for
increased beta are then suggested. Comparisons with conventional tokamaks
are made in the light of reactor applications, indicating several potential advantages of some advanced continuous tokamaks that require
comparable toroidal magnetic field energy to produce comparable fusion
power.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is generally expected that scientific feasibility of magnetic
fusion energy will be demonstrated in the early 1980*s through several
large tokamak experiments such as TFTR, Doublet III, and JET. Recent
conceptual design studies of tokamak power reactors [1], however, have
revealed a number of potentially serious problems that can limit the
economic viability of pure tokamak fusion power [2]. Among these
problems are (1) the limited lifetime due to fatigue of blanket first
wall under cyclic power load and thermal stress [3] and (2) the complexity
of interwoven coils and plasma and neutron containment topologies [1].
The former problem tends to limit the time of continued reactor operation
before blanket failure, while the latter problem implies extended downtime for blanket repair and maintenance. The combined Impact of these
two difficulties is expected to significantly constrain the availability
of a tokamak reactor and hence Increase the overall cost of its power
production.
The property of materials for blanket first wall under intense
neutron radiation and cycled thermal stress is presently not well understood. Using stainless steel, the first wall thermal stress is anticipated [1,3] to be above the yield stress in tokamak reactors of acceptable
thermal efficiency. With such a stress alone, a stainless steel first
wall is expected to fail around

cycles. A discharge pulse length of

>60 min would permit continued operation of a tokamak reactor for roughly
two years only. This limited time of continued operation ib expected
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to result in serious economic penalties. There is thus a strong incentive to find ways to operate tokamaks in a steady-state fashion.
Present-day tokamaks are pulsed because the plasma confining
current needs to be driven by a toroidally directed clectric field
induced by a transformer with a limited current capability. Thus,
several recent theoretical investigations have explored the possibility
of maintaining the plasma current through noninductive processes, e.g.,
by supplying a net toroidal momentum to the electrons or ions. This
process through injections of high and low energy neutral beams was
discussed by Ohkawa [4]. The treatment of this beam-driven current as
the "seed" current in the presence of a diffusion-driven "bootstrap"
current was proposed and analyzed by Bickerton, Connor, and Taylor [5],
Sigmar [6], and Sigmar and Rutherford [7]. More recently, the possibility of replacing the beam-driven "seed" current by a net current of
the fusion alpha particles is discussed by McNally [8]. Finally, the
toroidal electron current may be generated by injecting net momentum
waves near the plasma lower hybrid frequency via phased waveguide arrays
as proposed by Bers and Fisch [9],
In this paper we propose a different approach in that the inductive
process to drive the plasma current remains unaltered. The approach of
the continuous tokamak (CT) may be considered as a tokamak analogous to
the ion-ring compressor proposed by Fleischmann and Kammash [10] to
increase the ion-ring energy from 20 MeV to

GeV. An improved method

for obtaining such GeV ion rings was suggested by McNally [11]. Here,
we replace each ion ring by a tokamak plasma which is moved from a
startup chamber into a burn chamber early in its pulse.

The tokamak
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plasma is removed to a shutdown chamber near the end of its pulse to
allow an already established, new plasma discharge to take its place.
This replacement process is to be carried out in a time scale (a small
fraction of a second) much shorter than the elementary thermal time
constant (approximately a few seconds with certain designs) of the
blanket first wall in the burn chamber. As a result, the cycling of
thermal stress, which normally is expected to dominate the material
stress problems [3], should be significantly reduced. Each plasma pulse
still has a finite lifetime in a continuous tokamak. With respect to
the burn chamber, however, the duty cycle factor can be made arbitrarily
close to unity without requiring long plasma pulses.
The idea of shifting a single plasma discharge in a vacuum chamber
has been proposed before in the form of an adiabatic toroidal compressor
by Furth and Yoshikawa [12]. Yoshikawa [13] proposed a fusion reactor
concept in which the plasma can be heated by compression, brought to a
b u m chamber where it is maintained for an extended period of time, and
then moved to another chamber for shutdown; a new plasma can then be
established (e.g., after a few tens of seconds) to repeat the process.
In a continuous tokamak, a new plasma is established when the preceding
plasma is still in the burn chamber before both are shifted rapidly.
Ohyabu et al. [14], recently suggested the concept of a merging tokamak
in which another plasma with current in the same direction is formed and
shifted to merge with an existing plasma. As will be seen in Section 4,
we find it more convenient to alternate the plasma current in the continuous tokamak.
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In a continuous tokamak, we no longer have to start up the plasma
current in the burn chamber. The poloidal field (PF) coils surrounding
the burn chamber can then be simplified; i.e., it is now possible to
remove those coils within the plasma loop, leading to advanced concepts
of continuous tokamaks. The possibility of significantly reducing the
device complexity and the burn plasma aspect ratio in an advanced continuous tokamak will be discussed in this paper.
To show that plasma operations in continuous tokamaks can be carried
out, we will first discuss in Section 2 the concept of mixed PF coils.
Here we regroup all conventional PF coils to three spatially separate
coil sets that simultaneously contribute to inducing the plasma current
and to producing the proper vertical and shaping fields. From this coil
concept, a simple continuous tokamak will be proposed and examined in
Section 3. It will then be generalized to a continuous tokamak compressor
(CTC) in Section 4 through inclusion of adiabatic toroidal compression
[12]. In these three sections, numerical calculations of axisymmetric
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibria will be carried out to show the
feasibility of plasma operation in continuous tokamaks with proper
decoupling of flux linkage between coexisting plasmas. Advanced concepts
of continuous tokamaks, having no PF coils within the plasma loop in the
burn chamber, will be introduced in Section 5.

Comparisons with conven-

tional tokamaks in the efficiency of utilizing the toroidal field (TF)
energy in reactors will be presented in Section 6. Potential advantages
and disadvantages of continuous tokamaks will be discussed in Section 7.
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2. MIXED POLOIDAL FIELD COILS
The concept of mixed PF coils may be considered as a generalization
of the high [5, shell-like coil arrangements [15,16,17] that were recently
proposed for use in D-shaped flux conserving tokamaks [18,19].

In those

cases the equilibrium field (EF) coils, either interior or exterior to
the TF coils, are composed of three groups (inside coils, outside coils,
and the D coils in the vicinity of the D-shape tips) . - The total ampereturns in these shell-like coilb (£IC) are kept to be equal and opposite
to the plasma current (1^). The. EF coils thus mimick a conducting shell
for reduced power supplies and, in some cases, reduce the pulsed fields
at the TF coils. In the case of an air-core tokamak, shell-like coils
do not provide sufficient flux swing to produce and maintain an equal
plasma current in the opposite direction. A set of conventional ohmic
heating coils was therefore introduced [15,17].
The mixed PF coils simply eliminate these air-core ohmic heating
coils (see Fig. 1) and allow |EIC| in the EF coils to exceed I

I•

This increased coil current is expected to induce and maintain I
P
despite imperfect flux linkage to the plasma and the plasma resistivity.
As a result, the three coil sets now contribute to vertical field,
shaping field, and flux swing, simultaneously.

In Fig. 1, we have

further constrained the coils to two concentric cylindrical surfaces so
that the plasma could be shifted in the direction parallel to the
tokamak major axis.
The mixed PF coils can maintain the proper plasma position, shape,
and current, as demonstrated by the MHD equilibria shown in Fig. 2.
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Here, coil currents are adjusted so that EI equals -1.5 I , -2 1 , and
c
p
p
-2.5 1^. As expected, the changes in co:VL currents among these cases
follow a fixed distribution which may be considered as the ohmic heating
component, superimposed on an EF component. Variations in the EF
component will result in changes in the plasma shape. These particular
choices of ZIc> as an example, imply that I c = I = 0 before plasma
startup. Thus one could assume that when EIc = -2

the equilibrium is

established, fully accounting for the resistive loss of flux swing
during startup. The remaining increase in EI^ then sustains the plasma
in the constant-current phase of the pulse. It is therefore clear that,
in principle, other initial values of EI^ should also be acceptable.
The choice of its value probably depends moi.> on practical considerations
(see Sections 5 and 6).

3. SIMPLE CONTINUOUS T07.:AMAKS
We can now extend the mixed PF coils to those of a simple continuous
tokamak la two steps. First, the coil arrangement and the plasma
chamber in Fig. 1 are extended in the z-direction. Secondly, instead of
i

relying on distribution of coils in different coil sets, we switch to
distribution of current in regularly spaced coils (see Fig. 3).
In doing so, we gain the freedom of shifting the plasma in the
z-direction with a small radial field B n and a concomitant shift of the
current distribution in coils.

In Fig. 3, a plasma can be started up to

full current near the top of the chamber and shifted to the middle
section of the chamber (the burn chamber) early in its constant-current
phase. When the limits in coil currents surrounding the burn chamber
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are nearly reached, or when the plasma confinement deteriorates for some
reason, the plasma can be shifted again to the bottom section of the
chamber for shutdown. A single plasma pulse now goes through five
phases: startup, intake, burn, exhaust, and shutdown.
The operation of a simple continuous tokamak, as shown in Fig. 3,
then consists of starting another plasma (plasma C) near the end of the
burn phase of the preceding plasma (plasma B) and (maybe) after the
shutdown of the plasma preceding both (plasma A). Plasmas B and C are
then shifted simultaneously to the burn and shutdown chambers, respectively. A plasma is absent from the burn chamber only during w e time
of plasma intake and exhaust. By shifting the plasmas swiftly [in a
fraction of a second, a time scale much shorter than the plasma energy
confinement time (approximately seconds) but much longer than the MHD
time (VLO ysec)} in and out of the burn chamber, the effective duty
cycle factor in a continuous tokamak can, in principle, be made arbitrarily close to unity.
To verify that this process can be carried out, it is necessary to
compute, for example, coexisting MHD equilibria for plasmas B and C
before the plasma intake and exhaust take place. Also, it is necessary
to show that the flux linkage by the two plasmas can be decoupled, so
that the startup of one plasma does not influence the current in the
other.
The externally produce'* poloidal flux (,l'ext) that each plasma sees
can be decomposed into:
i
l ^ = rib +
vl

ext

c

&c

+1I1

(1)
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where ij»c represents the flux due to currents in local coils, and i|>c and
TJ» represent the flux due to the companion coil and plasma currents,
respectively.

The desirable i|i

"Xt

is known for the given plasma and can

be produced by the mixed PF coil currents used in Fig. 2. We have from

Eq. (1),
M> c = T<ic
» - *ext_ » -i|>c - i>p

(2)

which represents the flux that needs to be produced by additional
currents (Aip in the local coils to cancel the flux produced by the
currents in the companion plasma and coils.
The cancelling currents

£

(Aip for coils near plasmas B and C can be
determined iteratively, beginning with the coil currents (ip for the
plasma when each plasma is standing alone.

This process can be depicted

by the flow chart of Fig. 4. In each step, [AI^(B)] is determined by a
simple minimum-squared deviation fit [20] to the flux produced by
[I°(C)], [AI^(C) ], and [I^(C)], and vice versa. When this process has
converged (to <2% squared deviation), the total external flux ^ e x t is
then used in recomputing both equilibria B and C.
Examples of the stand alone and the continuous tokamak equilibria
are shown in Fig. 5, with the corresponding coil currents listed in
Table I. Corresponding to Fig. 3, plasma B is at a distance z g = 6a (a
being the plasma minor radius on the midplane) below plasma C.

Plasma B

is D-shaped with 3 = 5.3% and elongation a — 3.5, while plasma C is
nearly circular with fl" = 1.1% and o a 1.2. Both equilibria B and C have
safety factors
qO a pressure
1.0, q
3,5, aspect
A 4, and
3i s
peaked
current and
profiles
[19].ratio
It is
seen
frommodestly
Fig. 5 that
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the proper shape and position for both plasmas can be maintained in a
simple continuous tokamak.
It should be pointed out here that Table I indicates an oscillatory
c

distribution of (Aip.

This oscillation is apparently due to the fact

that the current in each coil shown in Fig. 1 is allowed to vary for the
best cancellation of flux

The situation is similar to what Lackner

[21] has observed in determining the coil current distribution that best
reproduces a given plasma shape. More elaborate approaches [21] should
result in smooth (Aip .
Table I also indicates that the plasma current is assumed to
alternate between succeeding plasmas in a continuous tokamak. This is
advisable in order to decouple the flux swing between the two companion
plasmas by channeling the plasma-linked flux through the space between
plasmas B and C. This situation can be reflected by the relatively
coarse flux plot (see Fig. 6) produced by all current sources in the
continuous tokamak. However, we have not ruled out the possibility of
operating a continuous tokamak with the plasma currents in the same
direction under certain conditions.

A. CONTINUOUS TOKAMAK COMPRESSOR
It is rather straightforward to modify the simple continuous
tokamak into the continuous tokamak compressor by incorporating adiabatic
toroidal compression [12], An artist's depiction of it is given in
Fig. 7, which assumes symmetry with respect to the burn chamber and
shows that each plasma still goes through five phases.

The intake and
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exhaust phases are now combined with compression and decompression,
respectively.
MHD equilibria calculations for this case are carried out in a
fashion similar to the previous case.

The results shown in Figs 8 and 9

and Table II assume a compression ratio of 1.6 to result in a plasma
minor radius of a' = 0.79a for plasma B.

The coils used for plasma B

are arranged in a fashion similar to Fig. 1, except with a plasma major
radius of R q = 2.5a, coil major radii of R = 1.3a and 3.7a, and equally
spaced coils within |z| < 1.8a. For convenience, the coils for plasma C
are identical to those shown in Fig. 1.

The use of a more realistic

coil arrangement consistent with Fig. 7 for plasma C is not expected to
introduce problems in computing MHD equilibria, for plasma C is low $
and nearly circular. The results of Figs 8 and 9 show that proper
plasma position and shape can also be maintained in a continuous tokamak
compressor with proper decoupling of the plasma-linked fluxes.

5. ADVANCED CONCEPTS OF CONTINUOUS TOKAMAKS
As noted in Section 2, the net ampere—turns (£1 ) in the PF coils
can be arbitrary as long as the change in ZI^ during a discharge pulse
is sufficient in inducing and maintaining the plasma current.

We can

choose startup values of £Ic so that the currents in the "inside" coils
are nearly zero during the burn phase.

The induced toroidal electric

field in this phase is small, and according to the results of Fig. 2,
the required current change in the inside coils is relatively mild.

It

is therefore possible to maintain the plasma current by current changes
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in the D coils (or their equivalent) and the outside coils around the
burn chamber and eliminate the inside coils.
The elimination of the inside PF coils represents a significant
step'toward reducing the topological complexity of tokamaks; they are
called advanced continuous tokamaks. A possible example is depicted in
Fig. 10.

In this figure we have speculated on the possibility of

replacing the solid conductors (copper or superconducting) at the
central legs of the TF coils by gaseous conductors or electron beams.
The aspect ratio of the compressed plasma can then be decreased toward
unity, and the plasma beta values as limited by ideal MHD instabilities
[22] can be high.
Axisymmetric MHD equilibria with the aspect ratio equal to unity
have been calculated by Shafranov [23], Morikawa [24], Morikawa and
Rebhan [24], and Yeh and Morikawa [24]. Experiments with such plasmas
produced by a rotating relativistic electron beam have been carried out
recently by Sethian et al. [25]. Also, Koloc [26] has proposed a method
to produce a similar plasma configuration through applications of
moderate mechanical pressure. With the exception of having a toroidal
field external to the plasma, the poloidal flux configuration of the
compressed plasma depicted in Fig. 10 is expected to be similar to the
field reversed mirror [27]. The stability of this type of plasma has
lately been studied by Sudan and Rosenbluth [28] and by Bussac, Furth,
and Rosenbluth [29]. Various particle beams are suggested to maintain
the plasma current in these cases.

The advanced continuous tokamak

offers a different method to produce and maintain small aspect ratio
plasmas in a continuous fashion.
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6. UTILIZATION OF TOROIDAL FIELD ENERGY
A disadvantage with the continuous tokamak is its apparent ineffective use of TF energy when compared with a conventional tokamak.
To quantify the potential limitation, it is convenient to use the
simplified geometries shown in Fig. 11. The toroidal magnetic field
energy that is contained within the coil bore (E^) and the plasma (Egp)
are roughly given by, respectively,

TTH

ft)

TTH
/R
2
E „ = —2- (B R ,) An M R M
BP
yo
c cl
\ pi/

(4)

where BR = B R : we have assumed rectangular cross sections.
c cl

In a

conventional tokamak, we have
/H \

/A + 1 \ / /A + 1 + A\

<5

--(/)-(—j/Mr^r)
» BC / conv

»

where A = RQ/a is the aspect ratio and Aa is the distance between the
plasma and the TF coils.

In an advanced continuous tokamak [see Fig.

11(b)], we have
7H \

te)
BC / CT

/A+l\/

/AC + C l / 2 + A\

(fixed c)

VA^rj/^ {—A~-~T—j

i

/H \
) ^

/ A + l\ J

/4+(2/v&)+a\

A^l J ^ {

A - 1

)

(fixed R

00 =
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where C (>1) is the compression ratio, Roo Is the plasma major radius
before compression and Aa is the distance between the startup plasma and
the TF coils. By comparing Eqs (5) and (6), it is seen that the conventional tokamak has a relatively large value of H^/H^, but loses
somewhat by a relatively large A.
As a typical example, for Eq. 5 we choose H^/H^ =0.5, A = 4, and
A - 1, giving (E Bp /E BC ) conv =0.23.

For Eq. (6) we assume H p /H c = 1/7

to plot the dependence of the ratio l^p/EB^^/ (EfiP^BC^conv3 ° n A

in

Fig. 12. It is seen that this ratio can be between 0.36 and 0.41 if RQO
is fixed. We shall choose this case in the following discussion.
The effectiveness of utilizing the toroidal field also depends on
the plasma 0 values, which in turn is related to the fusion power and
wall loading in a reactor.

For a given first wall material, the wall

loading determines the time of continued operation before repair. To
correlate these parameters, we use the following simplified formula
based on Fig. 11:

A

CT " 2"<RP2HP + RP2 " R c V

A

conv

= 2ir[H (R

p

pi

+ R

(7)

) + R2

p2'

p2

R 2 J]

pl

V = irH v(R2 - R 2 ,)
p
p p2
pi'

(8)

(9)

where A„_ and A
represent the first wall areas and V represents
CT
conv
p
the plasma volume. We further assume that 3 is limited by the ideal MHD
instability [22]. For a fixed q value, we assume
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= 30/A

(10)

where 8Q depends on the plasma shape and profiles. With an average
plasma temperature of 10 keV, the fusion power density (p^) and plasma
density (n) can be approximated by

P D T = 0.77 n 2

(MW/m3 , 10 20 m"3)

(11)

n = 1.256 B 2

(1020 m~3 , tesla)

(12)

Using Eqs (5)-(12), we have for conventional tokamaks the following
expressions for EfiC, fusion power (P^) , and wall loading (WL):

+
(E_r)
= — na2H B2(A - 1 - A)2 In
]+ M
BC conv
uQ
cc
\A - 1 - A /

(13)

B4 / A - I - A X 1 *
2

2

(P--)
v
DT conv = 4.8ita HpBo A

(w

)
L conv

\
\

A7

/}

(14)
7

1.2aH
B4* /A - 1 - A\ *»
E_fj2_£_
(H + 2a)
A2 V
A
/
P

(15)

For advanced continuous tokamaks, we have

«BC>CT * ^

- »
B^ (A -

- (

± j L

A[Hp(A

L t A

)

<»>

lY

<*M>cT'*'a™2ySr-[—)

(W L ) C T = 2.4aH p 8 2

M

(17)

+ j) + 2A..]

(18)
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It is of interest to examine the ratios of wall area, B , E.,,,,,
C

P D T , and W L (A ct , Bc, EB{,, P

JJU

and W L , respectively) between the con-

tinuous tokamak and the conventional tokamak.

For convenience, we again

assum& that A = 4 for the conventional tokamak, that both tokamaks have
identical A, a. and Hp , and that (Hc)„_
I.T = 3.5 (Hc)conv . Note that, if
we further assume that B = 10 T, Bn = 0.28, H = 3.2 m, and a = 1 m for
c
P
the conventional tokamak, we would obtain from Eq. (8) and Eqs (13)-(15),
P__ = 600 MW ,
DT
'

A
= 260 m 2
conv

W L = 2.3 MW/m2 ,

EfiC = 7.0 GJ

. (19)

We can now determine the ratios given the same P

or W^ for the

continuous tokamak. For the same P ^ , we obtain from Eqs (7) and (8)
and Eqs (13)-(18),
A c t = [a (A + 1) + 2A]/8(1 + o)

c

BC

2v5"

=

8

(20)

(rrr)
. , . -A-l/2

Err

«L "2 » " 2

Al.dVlf + M

"

<">

where a = H /2a. Similarly, we have for the same W11T
P
—

_
c

~ 8

1/4
[ofA ±1VL2A]
+
+

/ _A_\

+0

\A - 1/

1

J

(24 )
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P

DT=64 ^ i

(

^

(25

y

>

with A c t and W L given by Eqs (20) and (23). The results of Eqs (20)-(25)
are plotted in Figs 13 and 14.

It is seen from Fig. 13 that, for the

same P-,-,, E ^ can be made less than unity if values of W_ above 2.4 can
be tolerated.

This implies a compression ratio above two. The maximum

value for E ^ is somewhat above two with W^ around 1.5 7hen little
compression is applied.
the values of

BO

and P

From Fig. 14, it is seen that for the same W^,

DT

can range from 0.3 to 1.7 and from 0.3 to 0.7,

respectively, as the compression ratio varies from 3.3 down to nearly 1.
These estimates show that the penalties in E.„_ and W_ for the
BL

L

continuous tokamak are up to a factor of t<2 to 3 above the conventional
tokamak. Parameter ranges do exist, however, in which either or both of
E^,, and WT can be made to fall between 0.5 and 1.5. Intuitively, the
oli

L

possibility of high 3 (>0.1) with a small aspect ratio (<2) apparently
results in low values of Eg^ for continuous tokamaks. Eg^, can be reduced
by a factor of roughly two if time-averaged P^^, is used for a conventional tokamak with a duty cycle factor of roughly 0.5.

7. DISCUSSION
In addition to the possibility of minimizing the cyclic thermal
stress, continuous tokamak reactors apparently have these potential
advantages:
(1) The engineering complexity is expected to be significantly less
than that of a conventional tokamak reactor because of the
elimination of the inside coils and possibly the part of blanket
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and shield that links the burn plasma loop.

Further, simplification

is expected through the separation of the plasma startup chamber
where large penetrations are required for neutra_ beams, poloidal
or bundle divertors [30] and vacuum pumps, from the burn chamber
where the blanket is required.

Simple estimates show that roughly

25% of the fusion neutrons would go through the intake and exhaust
openings to the burn chamber if the height of the chamber is 3 H p
in the z-direction. Additional blankets directly above and below
the chamber (see Fig. 10) would reduce this loss. Neutron
shielding required for sensitive elements in neutral beam injectors
and divertors can be reduced since these are now out of the line
of sight of the fusion plasma.
It is well known that adiabatic toroidal compression [12] will
significantly reduce the neutral beam power and energy [13,?.l],
the plasma temperature, and density required in the startup plasma
immediately before compression.
The plasma burn time in a continuous tokamak, in principle, needs
only to be longer than the time required to establish a new startup
plasma (e.g., tens of seconds), although a further extended burn
time is certainly desirable. Accive fueling is still required since
the particle confinement time is expected to be a few seconds. Some
form of plasma impurity control will similarly be desirable. The
continuous tokamak may be considered as providing an option of not
having to maintain the quality of each burn plasma for times much
longer than tens of seconds in a reactor.

.9

The following potential disadvantages of continuous tokamaks should
also be mentioned; these tend to be related to a lack of detailed understanding at the present time.
(1) The plasma shape and position control are expected to be significantly more complicated than in conventional tokamaks. However,
the power required for plasma compression is expected to be
acceptable.
(2) Pulsed poloidal fields at the TF coils may be significant during
plasma startup, intake, and exhaust.

It may be necessary to slow

down the plasma startup process by programmed auxiliary heating
methods with neutral beams [32] and/or upper hybrid waves [33],
easing somewhat the plasma control requirements during startup.
During intake and exhaust, it may be necessary to have II — -I .
c
p
(3) Gas loading on the b u m plasma from startup and shutdown chambers
may be difficult to control.
(4) Although Egg can be comparable to the conventional tokamak, the
overall size of the continuous tokamak is relatively large.
(5) Without PF coils within the burn plasma loop, the plasma column
may be unstable with respect to displacements in the z-direction.
Further studies are needed to better understand the usefulness of continuous tokamaks.
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Table I. Currents in coils for plasmas B and C, when they are alone
and when they are coexisting in a simple continuous tokamak,
corresponding to the equilibria shown in Fig. 5
Plasma B (SIC = -2.5 I p ,

Plasma C

(ZI
c = "2
I = -7.6)
P

I = 9.3)
P
Coil #

"S'S

-(1° + AlJ)/Ip

V

-(II + AlJ)/Ip

1

0

2

0.330

3

0

4

0.154

0.130

0.089

-0.014

5

0.154

0.111

0.089

0.052

6

0.154

0.122

0.089

0.014

7

0.154

0.098

0.089

0.067

8

0

0.054

0

9

0.330

-0.259
0.440
-0.078

-0.024

0
0.393
0

0.393

0.643
-0.246
0.131

-0.142
0.592

10

0

0.369

0

11

0.204

0.825

0.143

0.016

12

0.204

-0.169

0.143

0.248

13

0

0.107

0

14

0.204

0.184

0.143

15

0

0.010

0

-0.004

16

0

-0.004

0

0.016

17

0.204

0.143

0.115

18

0

0

0.163

19

0.204

0.279

0.143

-0.418

20

0.204

0.111

0.143

1.071

0.214
-0.023

-0.429

-0.034
0.159
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Table II. Currents in coils for plasmas B and C, when they are alone
and when they are coexisting in a continuous tokamak compressor,
corresponding to the equilibria shown in Fig. 8
Plasma B (EIc = -3 I p ,

Plasma C

c = "2
I = -7.6)
P

I p = 16)
Coil #

-Ij/I
1 P

-(1° + AIC±)/Ip
-0.219

< ' h
0

(2I

V

-(1° + Alj)/Ip
1.128

1

0

2

0.465

3

0

4

0.210

0.225

0.089

-0.027

5

0.210

0.167

0.089

0.054

6

0.210

0.211

0.089

0.012

7

0.210

0.139

0.089

0.071

8

0

0.131

0

9

0.465

0.049

0.393

10

0

0.389

0

-0.445

11

0.205

0.426

0.143

-0.007

12

0.205

0.085

0.143 ,

13

0

0.038

0

14

0.205

0.206

0.143

15

0

0.006

0

-0.011

16

0

0.004

0

0.015

17

0.205

0.207

0.143

0.097

18

0

0.009

0

0.187

19

0.205

0.196

0.143

-0.492

20

0.205

0.211

0.143

0.952

0.630
-0.111

0.393 .
0

-0.571
0.201

-0.158
0.614

0.268
-0.046
0.159
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. The PF coil arrangement used in the equilibrium calculations.
The solid circles indicate the mixed PF coils used in calculating
equilibria in a conventional tokamak as shown in Fig. 2. The
solid and dashed lines indicate the numerical grid boundaries
and the limiters, respectively.
Fig. 2.

D-shaped flux surfaces of plasmas with 3 = 5.3%, qQ s 1,
q — 3.5, and A = 4, maintained by the mixed PF coils. Three
Si

groups of coils are used with I 2 = I g (D coils),

= I =

16 = 17 (inside coils), and I n = 1\2 = In* = Ii7 = I19 = I20
(outside coils, see Fig. 1).

(a) EIc = -1.5 I p , I 2 = 0.034 I p ,

= -0.108 I p , I n = -0.190 I p , (b) EIc = -2.0 I p , I 2 =
-0.148 1 , 1 =
p ' «•

-0.131 1 , 1
= -0.197 I , (c) EI = -2.5 I ,
p
11
p'
c
p'

I„ = -0.330 1 , 1 =
2
Fig. 3.

p"

-0.154 1 , 1

H

= -0.204 I .

p

11

p

Schematic coil and vacuum vessel configuration in a simple
continuous tokamak.

Fig. 4.

The iterative process used to determine the cancelling current
(AI^) needed to nullify the flux produced by the companion
plasma current filaments

an<

^ coil currents (1° + AI^)

in a continuous tokamak.
Fig. 5. MHD equilibria for plasmas B and C when they stand alone
t(a) and (b)] and when they form a pair [(c) and (d)] in a
simple continuous tokamak.

The coils and their currents for

each equilibrium are shown in Fig. 1 and Table I, respectively.
Fig, 6.

Poloidal flux produced by all current sources in a simple
continuous tokamak with plasmas B and C of Fig. 5 and Table I.
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Fig. 7.

Schematic coil and vacuum vessel configuration in a continuous
tokamak compressor.

Fig. 8. MHD equilibria for plasmas B and C when they stand alone [(a)
and (b)] and when they form a pair [(c) and (d)] in a continuous
tokamak compressor. The coils and their currents used for each
equilibrium are shown in Fig. 1 and Table II, respectively.
Fig. 9. Poloidal flux produced by all current sources in a continuous
tokamak compressor with plasmas B and C of Fig. 8 and Table II.
Fig. 10.

Schematic configuration of a possible advanced continuous
tokamak reactor.

Fig. 11.

Simplified configurations of (a) a conventional tokamak and
(b) an advanced continuous tokamak used for comparison.

Fig. 12. The fraction of TF energy occupied by the plasma in an advanced
continuous tokamak relative to that in a conventional tokamak.
Fig. 13.. The ratios of E_„, WT , B , and A
between the advanced
BL
it c
LI
continuous tokamak and the conventional tokamak with the same
PJJ^, as a function of A of the compressed plasma.
Fig. 14. The ratios of E^,, PDT» B c> and A C T between the advanced
continuous tokamak and the conventional tokamak with the
same W L as a function of A of the compressed plasma.
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